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Abstract

effort to invest time to ﬁll a questionnaire and, on the other
hand, the applications do not receive enough user feedback
to model the user proﬁle implicitly. There are solutions proposed for this problem which separate the user modeling
components from the applications and create generic components. Other approaches try to exchange user proﬁle data.
The ﬁrst type of applications have the problem that the user
modeling system has to be aware of the application-speciﬁc
vocabulary and knowledge, while the latter type of applications need a common language to be able to exchange data
about users.
New issues arise as more people become aware of privacy issues regarding the storage, processing, and exchange
of their personal data. In a multi-application personalization framework, users still shall be able to control which
application should be able to access which part of the user
proﬁle and for which purpose (see [15]).
In this paper, we present the User Modeling Service,
UMService for short, which is a central repository for storing, maintaining, and querying user proﬁle data. It is embedded in the Personal Reader Framework1 , a Semantic
Web framework for rapid development of highly ﬂexible,
Web Service based, and personalized Web applications.
The Personal Reader approach addresses the issue of keeping data central while keeping central components independent of domain and application speciﬁc knowledge. Furthermore, we show how the access to RDF-based user proﬁles can be controlled by applying policies which can be
deﬁned via the Web interface of the UMService.

The usage of applications, which are located on the Web,
changes the usage of personalization massively: Users interact with most applications seldomly, often just once, but
still can beneﬁt from advantages of personalization. We
present the User Modeling Service, a service to model a
user across various applications. Our service is not restricted to a speciﬁc domain and can hence be integrated
into arbitrary Web applications. To enable the reuse of user
proﬁle data from different applications, we adhere to wellknown Semantic Web technologies. In addition, we developed an easy-to-use Web interface, which allows users to
inspect, control, and modify their data. This Web interface
is also used to create access policies, which allow users to
specify on a ﬁne-grained level which application or Web
Service is allowed to access which part of the user proﬁle.

1. Introduction
In today’s Web users enjoy the beneﬁts of personalization in different applications and for various purposes.
However, all personalization techniques require sufﬁcient
descriptions of the characteristics of the user to deliver good
results. There are two general strategies to gather information about the user. User data can either be received via
direct, explicit input (e.g. questionnaires to determine an
initial user proﬁle) or it can be derived implicitly from the
observations made when the user interacts with the applications.
While both approaches are accepted well by the users
and proved to work, these approaches are inadequate for
Web applications, because there is a vast amount of applications that only solve speciﬁc (possibly unusual) problems.
Users access these applications only seldomly or just once.
In such scenarios users, on the one hand, do not take the

2. Related Work
The ﬁrst approaches to separate user modeling from the
application, like the GUMS [9] or the BGP-MS [16], man1 http://www.personal-reader.de
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aged to maintain user proﬁles apart from the original application. However, they did not provide any mechanism to
exchange or reuse user proﬁle data.
Systems that allow to maintain user proﬁles and exchange user proﬁle data like for example CUMULATE [18]
implemented a broad domain knowledge and hence can be
used only for one speciﬁc domain (in the CUMULATE case
the E-Learning domain). Another system, which can be
used domain independent is the Generalized User Modeling Ontology (GUMO) [11]. It is mainly a generic and extendable2 ontology that allows to express various user proﬁle statements. However, as the ontology grows – which is
required to support new application domains – it becomes
hard to ensure consistency and to ﬁnd appropriate instances
in the ontology to reuse.
Other generic approaches like Personis [14] and approaches for cross-domain and cross-technique user modeling [5, 4, 7] are based on a data level and do not describe
the stored information in a semantic fashion. Hence, applications have to specify exactly what kind of information in
which storage format they need. A search using inference
to specify the required information on a semantic level is
not possible.
We have deliberately chosen a centralized component to
model the user instead of a decentralized approach like [17]:
Both approaches bear the same high-level problems like inconsistency, need for meta-data, data integration etc. However, in our opinion centralized user modeling lacks the low
level problems of locating the needed data and duplication
of code that is necessary for maintaining the user proﬁles.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Personal Reader
Framework
To ﬁnd appropriate PServices, the SynService utilizes
the Connector Service, which is a kind of enhanced UDDI
repository. The Connector Service furthermore enforces the
user’s PService usage pattern. For example, users can deﬁne
that only those PServices shall be selected which are free of
charge or which are trusted by a trust authority. A detailed
description of the RDF-based messages passed between the
different services can be found at [13].

4. The User Modeling Service (UMService)
The User Modeling Service (UMService) is a centralized
service, which is implemented within the Personal Reader
Framework. With simple store, update, and query commands, every Personal Reader service (SynServices and
PServices) can access the UMService.
As the Personal Reader Framework is an application
independent framework, centralized components of the
framework have to be domain-independent. Therefore, the
UMService does not aim on modeling the user on its own,
but relies on the abilities of the applications. This conforms
to the nature of applications, which are certainly aware of
the domain, the meaning of the user interactions, and the
conclusions which can be drawn out of it.

3. A Distributed User Modeling Framework
The Personal Reader Framework [1, 12] (see Figure 1)
enables a fast development of interoperable, personalized
Semantic Web applications. Therefore, applications are
split into different parts and encapsulated in reusable Web
Services. The Framework distinguishes mainly three different kinds of services: a) Personalization Services, b) Syndication Services, and c) a Connector Service. The Syndication Services (SynServices) contain the business logic
of an application and maintain the user interface. To receive (personalized) data, SynServices invoke Personalization Services (PServices), which allow for personalized access to a speciﬁc part of the Semantic Web. A typical Personal Reader setting could look as follows (cf. [1]): Personalization Service A provides users with recommendations
for scientiﬁc publications according to the users’ interests.
Service B offers detailed information about authors or researchers. By integrating both services via a Syndication
Service users can browse publications they like within an
embedded context.
2 an

Connector

4.1. Data Storage
As storage format we have chosen the Resource Description Framework (RDF). RDF enables to annotate information by relating statements to ontology concepts. As the
base vocabulary for our ontology, called the User Modeling Ontology (UMO), we selected Heckmann’s Generalized User Modeling Ontology (GUMO) described in [11].
An UMO example statement is shown in Figure 3.

experimental version can be found at http://www.ubisworld.org
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<rdf:Description rdf:about="#HobbyStatement">
<umo:subject rdf:resource="#Pete"/>
<umo:predicate rdf:resource="#hasHobby"/>
<umo:object rdf:resource="#sailing"/>
<umo:ambit rdf:resource="&umo;hasInterest"/>

• hasInterest describes statements about the interests of
the user
• hasKnowledge describes statements about the knowledge of the user

<umo:scope rdf:resource="#importanceInterval"/>
<umo:scopeValue>important</umo:scopeValue>
<umo:identityValue>neutral</umo:identityValue>

• hasConﬁguration describes statements about conﬁgurations of the user, e.g. program settings

<umo:owner rdf:resource="#Pete"/>
<umo:creator rdf:resource="#schedulerService"/>
<umo:method rdf:resource="#questionnaire"/>
<umo:confidence>100</umo:confidence>

The ambit therefore allows services to classify their own
statements and especially the predicates of their domain
ontologies into the generic UMO. This enables a basic
mapping between statements of different applications and
hence an exchange of user proﬁle data across different ontologies: E.g. an application A utilizing the domain ontology OA stores a statement S = (u, oa:interest, dbpedia:SemanticWeb) with the ambit hasInterest in the UMService. If another application B, which utilizes a different
domain ontology OB, queries the UMService for knowledge of the user (hasKnowledge), the UMService will not
return the statement of application A. Hence, application
B is aware that no appropriate data is stored in the UMService although neither application B nor the UMService
itself can process the ontology OA directly. On the other
hand, if application B queries for interests of the user (hasInterest) then it will receive statement S. Although B does
not understand the full meaning of (u, oa:interest, dbpedia:SemanticWeb), it can, based on the ambit hasInterest,
still interpret that user u has interest into the object of the
statement. By requesting additional information about dbpedia:SemanticWeb, utilizing the Link Data principle, application B is able to draw further conclusions about the
particular interest of the user.
The predicates scope, scopeValue, and identityElement
are used to describe the value of a property: scope describes
the interval from which values can be selected. Intervals can
either be numerical, e.g. from 1-10, or enumerations like
excellent, good, average, bad. To automatically map different intervals to each other, identityElement contains the
neutral element. The scopeValue predicate ﬁnally contains
the actual value of the statement chosen from the speciﬁed
interval.

<umo:start>2008-06-01</umo:start>
<umo:durability rdf:resource="&umo;month"/>
<umo:replaces rdf:about="#oldHobbyStatement">
</rdf:Description>

Figure 2. An example statement expressed in
the User Modeling Ontology
UMO consists of four segments, which contain the following attributes:
Main Segment provides the attributes user, subject, predicate, object, ambit, scope, scopeValue, and identityElement.
Explanation Segment contains creator, method, evidence,
conﬁdence, and trust.
Validity Segment consists of start, end, durability, and retention.
Administration Segment provides administrative
tributes like notes, replaces, and deleted.

at-

4.1.1 Main Segment
The Main Segment stores the basic statement about the
user. Every statement is addressable by its own URI, therefore subject, predicate, and object represent the reiﬁed RDF
triple. The attributes subject and user can differ from each
other. E.g. to model the fact that Pete’s credit card has the
number 123, we allow to create a statement whose owner
(user) is Pete and whose subject is the credit card. The
predicate and object values can be chosen freely from the
application’s domain speciﬁc ontology. The ambit predicate
relates the statement into one of six domain-independent
classes of statements about the user. Possible values are:

4.1.2 Explanation Segment
The Explanation Segment contains the author of the statement (creator), which method was used to create the statement (e.g. was it a direct input of the user, or a derived information based on user interaction). Furthermore, it contains
the evidence of the statement that describes the prerequisites
that caused the statement. The evidence is important for a
service to preserve its trustfulness, e.g. if a service A bases
its assumptions on wrong data from service B and hence delivers wrong data about the user, then distrust regarding this
statement can precisely be mapped to service B.

• hasActivity describes statements about activities of the
user, e.g. hobbies
• hasDone describes statements about passed activities
of the user
• hasPreference describes statements about the preferences of the user
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a) deny(access(rdfTriple(X, _, _))) :rdfTriple(’X’, deleted, "true").

The conﬁdence value contains the certainty of the creating service that the statement is true. In contrast, trust holds
the percentage of agreement of the user to this statement.
Both values, conﬁdence and trust can be used to calculate
the accuracy of the statements of a speciﬁc Web Service.

b) deny(access(rdfTriple(X, _, _))) :rdfTriple(_ , replaces, X).

Figure 3. Example Protune deny policies

4.1.3 Validity Segment
The Validity Segment deﬁnes how long – counting from
start – a statement shall be valid. If the validity can be deﬁned precisely, the predicate end is used. This holds for
statements like “Pete plays tennis from 6-7 pm”. The validity of other statements like “Pete is currently in a good
mood” cannot be speciﬁed precisely. Therefore, the predicates durability and retention are used: durability contains vague time speciﬁcations like seconds, minutes, hours,
years, etc. To respect the durability of a statement, we use
a linear function that decreases the conﬁdence value of the
statement as it becomes older. The retention predicate contains the point of time when a statement shall be deleted and
hence, should not be used again.

Protune policies can exploit the full graph structure of the
RDF document. Thus, for example access to a speciﬁc
statement can depend on the condition if another statement
is present in the user proﬁle data store or not. Furthermore,
Protune already has a large number of build-in predicates,
e.g. to include time constraints or constraints concerning
the invoking Web Service.
Furthermore, the Access Control Layer is used to enforce
the described behavior of the UMService. For example, the
two policies illustrated in Figure 3 enforce that a) no statement is accessible which is marked as deleted and b) no
statement is accessible which is replaced by another statement.

4.3. User Interface

4.1.4 Administration Segment
The Administration Segment contains various meta data:
notes are a free-form text ﬁeld with arbitrary content, replaces refers to an older statement which is replaced by the
current statement. Statements which shall be deleted are
marked with deleted and are not delivered any more from
this point of time. Finally, the user can decide whether the
statement should physically be removed or recovered.

To enable non-technical users to use the UMService, we
provide an easy-to-use interface which does not require any
speciﬁc knowledge about RDF or policies. This user interface is divided into two parts: a) the data access and modiﬁcation interface, which allows a user to access and modify
the user proﬁle data and b) the access policy editor interface
which allows users to deﬁne their own access policies in a
graphical fashion.

4.2. Access Control

4.3.1 Data Access and Modiﬁcation
The data access and modiﬁcation interface (Proﬁle Manager
- see Figure 4) allows users to exploit and adjust their own
user proﬁle. Therefore, they can change the trust value of
the statement to express their agreement or disagreement
with the statement. Furthermore, if they consider a statement as fully inappropriate, they can also remove complete
statements. We decided to not let users modify single properties of the statements as this would on the one hand require a complicated user interface which describes the possible values and checks if the new statement complies to the
ontology constraints. On the other hand it would also require application ontology creators to describe their ontologies in detail, which is hard to be enforced in a distributed
architecture.

For access control we provide an enhanced SESAME3
endpoint. With SeRQL, an RDF query language similar to
SPARQL, services can access and exploit the raw RDF data
stored in the UMService with the help of powerful and expressive queries.
In [2], we have shown how to protect an arbitrary
RDF repository like SESAME by enforcing access policies.
Therefore, we have shown how to use the Protune Policy
Language (see [6]) to specify policies which protect the access to RDF data. We implemented an access control layer
(AC4RDF) on top of a SeRQL endpoint, which extends the
original query in a way that deny and allow rules are respected by the query. Afterwards, the original SERQL endpoint is invoked with the extended query and the result can
be directly delivered to the invoker without further need of
access control processing. We have shown that the policybased query extension approach is superior to other access
control approaches, e.g. in terms of expressiveness, performance, or maintainability.
Instead of more simple access rules, like pattern-based
access restrictions described for example in UserQL [10],

4.3.2 Access Policy Editor
If a service attempts to access statements from the UMService for which there are no access policies deﬁned yet (neither allow nor deny policies), the operation of the service
fails due to the deny-by-default behavior and the user is forwarded to the Policy Editor [3]. Afterwards, an overview is
presented to the user which is adapted to the context of the

3 www.openrdf.org/
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Figure 4. User interface to review, modify and delete the statement in the UMService
repository, which makes them easy accessible and searchable from other applications. To ensure that users have full
control over their data, we extended a SESAME endpoint
with AC4RDF, a mechanism to enforce access policies on
top of an RDF repository.
We provided two user interfaces that enable users to exploit and maintain their user proﬁles and that allow users to
specify access policies. Both interfaces were designed with
the purpose to support non-technical users while using the
UMService. Therefore, users do not need to have knowledge about RDF data or policies.
In the future, we plan to provide the UMService not
only within the Personal Reader Framework, but also to
exchange user proﬁle information with other user modeling frameworks. This would on the one hand enable the
User Modeling Service to access large repositories of already existing data and on the hand would enable non Personal Reader applications to use the UMService abilities.

failed operation, i.e. only those Statements are displayed to
the user which were requested. This is important as the user
proﬁle can contain thousands of statements which would
make it impossible to visualize the statements in an easy
and efﬁcient manner. The policy editor itself is split into
a part which outlines the actual RDF statements and a part
which allows the speciﬁcation of corresponding access policies (see Figure 5).
The Policy Editor makes the user aware of how speciﬁed
policies will inﬂuence the access to the RDF statements.
Therefore, RDF statements are colored according to the effects of policies (e.g. if a statement is not affected by any
policy it may be colored yellow; green statements indicate
that at least one service is allowed to access, etc.).
If conﬂicts occur, e.g. a statement is covered by a deny
and an allow rule, the user is informed about this conﬂict.
The user can deﬁne which policy should be applicable by
specializing the other policies, so that the modiﬁed policy
does not longer ﬁt to the conﬂicting statement. If the conﬂict is not resolved, the deny policy overlaps the allow policy as disclosing a private user proﬁle information is a bigger problem than hiding a public user proﬁle information.
For expert users, we have implemented an extended Policy Editor which allows to edit Protune policies directly.
However, for most purposes this is not needed.
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